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The Best and Worst of Times
Nowhere to go but up
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BY JOSHUA LEE

W
e do indeed live in interesting times,
dear reader—a curse if ever I heard
one. It’s becoming harder and harder

to keep track of the days as they whiz past
on their way to the eschaton. Maybe the
transhumanists are right, and time is
speeding up as we near the singularity, or
apocalypse, or whatever. Maybe it’s just
what happens when you get old.

If you haven’t noticed, someone came in
while you were sleeping and replaced the
world you knew with the set from “The
Outer Limits.” Out there, quantum
computing is a reality, rogue Chinese
scientists are creating gene-edited babies
and an alien object named after the
Hawaiian word for “visitor from afar arriving
first” went cruising through our solar system.

And marijuana is still illegal.
Welcome to the spring edition of the

Cannabis Manual, where we can all huddle
around the fire and share stories with like-
minded folks while the rest of the world
goes to Hell in a tote bag. We’re
experiencing a time of high weirdness in
America, and the best plan is probably just
to duck and cover until that madness passes.
In the meantime, we can use this space to
educate ourselves about this wonderful plant
we love so much.

The well-respected General Social
Survey, which has been analyzing cannabis
trends since the ’70s, found that support for
legalizing recreational cannabis reached an
all-time high across all ages, regions and
political affiliations during 2018. According
to the poll, 61 percent of Americans are

now in favor of legalization. The Associated
Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs
Research and General Social Survey staff
said 76 percent of Democrats support
legalization, as do 54 percent of republicans.
It was the first year that the majority of
Republicans surveyed were in support.

And as the inevitability of legalization
looms, the enemies of marijuana have
redoubled their efforts. Accusations that
cannabis use can cause psychopathy have
become fashionable again for the first time
in years (we’ll get into that later) and
concerns over teenage use have risen to a
squealing pitch. 

That means you’ve probably been
fielding some touchy questions from friends
and family members that make you
uncomfortable. Is marijuana actually
dangerous? Will it make you mentally
unstable? Can you lose your job if you use it?
Can you lose your kids?

This time around, as we hide in our
shelter from the storm, we’re going to look
at some of these more sensitive subjects
surrounding cannabis. Instead of dodging
the uncomfortable questions, we’ll be facing
them head on. (Don’t worry. We have some
fun stuff, too.)

If that makes you nervous, then turn
away now, dear reader. This is no place for
the weak of will or soft of character. As
always, our goal is to shine a light on
subjects that have remained hidden for too
long in obscurity and give you a solid base of
knowledge to work with. Let’s all agree now
to put aside our biases and face the facts—
whatever they might be.

Go ahead. Be brave. Turn the page. a

ILLUSTRATION BY COREY YAZZIE



Cannabis in the Roundhouse

by Joshua Lee

During this year’s 60-day legislative session, we saw a fair number of cannabis-related bills being considered by the state’s 
lawmakers. A survey conducted last year by Research & Polling Inc. found that 60 percent of voters in New Mexico 
would support a bill to legalize recreational cannabis. And in every region polled, the majority of voters were supporters, 
too. It seems lawmakers are inally ready to start listening to their constituents and 
at least discuss cannabis issues.
 his year a number of good bills were shot down, but plenty of important 
ones were passed.

SB 204 
Medical Marijuana in Schools, Sponsored by Sen. Candace Gould, Rep. Gail Armstrong and 
Sen. Jacob Candelaria, allows public school students with a cannabis treatment plan (agreed 
upon by their guardians and their school’s principal) to have marijuana administered to them 
by school sta�.

SB 323 
Decrease Marijuana Penalties, introduced by Sen. Joseph 
Cervantes, decriminalizes irst-time marijuana o�enses 
involving less than half an ounce. Instead of jail 
time, o�enders are now subject to a ine of $50 and 
are issued a penalty assessment which is not consid-
ered a criminal conviction. Anyone caught possess-
ing more than eight ounces of cannabis will receive a 
fourth degree felony. 

SB 404 
3-Year Medical Marijuana Certiication, sponsored by 
Sen. Bill O’Neill and Rep. Dayan Hochman-Vigil, 
extends renewal requirements for patient registration 
with the program from one year to three. 

SB 406 

Medical Marijuana Changes, sponsored by Sen. Gerald 
Ortiz y Pino, encompasses aspects of some of the dead bills 
while creating a new advisory board, establishing new qualify-
ing medical conditions, protecting patients in need of organ 
transplants, allowing primary caregivers to cultivate plants, 
removing medical cannabis use as a violation for parole or probation 
and allowing medical practitioners to recommend medical cannabis to 
any patient whom they believe can beneit from its use.

HB 581 
the Hemp Manufacturing Act, Sponsored by Rep. Derrick Lente, will create 
regulations ensuring that licensed hemp producers have an avenue to send their product 
to hemp manufacturers if signed into law. 
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HB 356 

the Cannabis 
Regulation Act, was passed 
by the New Mexico House 
in a 36 to 34 vote after 
receiving some major 
alterations that made it 
appear more like another 
bill, SB 577 (which was 
tabled). If it had passed, it 
would have made it legal 

for anyone over the age of 
21 to possess up to one 

ounce of cannabis (as long as 
they have the sales receipt from 

a licensed retailer). A tax of around 
17 percent would have been applied to all recreational 
sales. It would have set up a state-run dispensary system.

SB 408 
Drug Possession as a Misdemeanor, would have reduced 
the penalty of possession to a misdemeanor charge while 
retaining the threat of imprisonment. 

HB 63 

Study Industrial Hemp Production and Sales, would have 
allocated $100,000 to the state’s agriculture department 
for the study of hemp production and sales.

HB 566 

Hemp Research, would have authorized and regulated 
research into hemp production with the goal of develop-
ing “plant varieties with increased productivity or that are 
adapted to the state’s diverse ecosystem.”

SB 477 
Medical Cannabis and Removal of Children, would have 
barred parents’ enrollment in the medical program from 
being grounds for interference by the state’s family social 
services.
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Testing the Limits
Employers consider dropping the test

BY JOSHUA LEE

I
f you’ve applied for a job in the last 20

years, you’ve probably had the pleasure

of peeing into a cup and delivering the

warm receptacle to a friendly person in a

lab coat. It never makes for a fun

morning.
A 2011 poll from the Society for Human

Resource Management said 57 percent of

US employers required pre-employment

drug screening. This might sound like a

good idea—nobody wants planes flown by

high pilots or steamrollers driven by high

construction workers—but imperfect

technology and the broad testing of those

applying for positions where safety doesn’t

seem to be an issue is beginning to raise

concerns for both employers and applicants.

The process is actually quite expensive

for companies with a high turnover rate—

like those in the retail or service

industries—and for positions where no

heavy machinery is operated and safety is

less of an issue. In these cases, the price

seems less than cost effective. With cultural

acceptance of marijuana and its legalization

in different areas of the country, the number

of applicants who test positive for drugs

unsurprisingly reached an all-time high in

2017, according to Quest Diagnostics.

Companies are having a tough time finding

quality employees who can pass the

screening. And the tests themselves do little

in the way of predicting performance and

are terrible at spotting on-the-job cannabis

impairment (THC shows up in tests up to

90 days and maybe even longer). So why do

these companies do it in the first place?

State University of New York’s Michael

Frone, in his book Alcohol and Illicit Drug

Use in the Workforce and Workplace, says

many companies conduct drug tests to

project a clean image for the public, or

because they are still under the impression

that the policy works. Frone believes that

the practice is propped up and promoted by

an industry comprised of testing labs, test

manufacturers and consulting and law firms

specializing in workplace drug policies. The

real issue is that insurance companies offer

discounts to companies that enact drug-free

policies.

In 2016 a survey conducted by the

Mountain States Employers Council in

Colorado found that 77 percent of the

state’s employers used pre-employment

screening to test for THC. Last year that

figure dropped to 66 percent. According to

The Morning Call, The Denver Post ended its

use of drug tests for non-safety sensitive jobs

in 2016. Las Vegas health care company

Excellence Health Inc. stopped drug testing

employees working in their pharmaceutical

labs in 2017. And last year, AutoNation

Inc., the largest US auto dealer, said it

would no longer turn away applicants who

test positive for THC. Experts say that many

other companies nationwide are also

reversing their policies without much

fanfare.

If this becomes a trend, it could

theoretically improve numerous corners of

our society. The unemployment rate might

lower drastically, cannabis users would have

less trouble finding jobs and employers

should have access to a larger pool of more

talented prospective workers. Positions that

are safety-sensitive—the operation of

vehicles or heavy machinery—should

always remain drug-free, but ending the

practice for all other jobs would relieve a

pressing tax on our nation’s economy. a
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Money Troubles
Banking on marijuana

those institutions if it had come from the
dispensaries themselves. In this light, the
policy seems ludicrous.

It’s the result of old laws against money
laundering that don’t quite work for the
situation we find ourselves in today. Since
cannabis is still illegal under federal law,
risk-averse banks aren’t willing to accept
cannabis businesses as clients, even in states
like New Mexico, where it’s been legalized
for medical use. Anti-money laundering
laws hold financial institutions accountable
if they knowingly service businesses
involved in criminal activity, which places
them in a weird spot.

These institutions actually want a piece
of the pie, though, and have been pushing
for years at lawmakers to introduce
regulations that will allow them to accept
marijuana money. Last February, they finally
made some headway when the House
Financial Services subcommittee took up
the Secure and Fair Enforcement Banking
Act of 2019 (SAFE Banking Act). If passed
into law, it would protect banks and their
employees from being prosecuted for
providing financial services to cannabis
businesses. It was formally filed in March
and is cosponsored by over a quarter of the
House of Representatives, meaning it

actually has some legs.
While it might not be the
sexiest topic to discuss from

the world of cannabusiness,
it’s certainly one of its

most important
aspects. The passing
of a law like the
SAFE Banking Act

would be a huge
milestone for the

marijuana movement in
general.
(Also: You could start using

your credit cards at
dispensaries. What

a luxury!) a

BY JOSHUA LEE

A
fter years of growth, the medical
and recreational cannabis markets
have become a major economic

force in our nation, but these business
owners still face the problem of finding a
bank that will take their money.

This translates to an irritation for
patients who have to pay for cannabis with
cash in what is mostly a digital society and
an outright danger for dispensaries that must
sit on piles of cash—painting targets on
their backs for criminals. It also causes
headaches for business owners in areas the
layman might not consider, like figuring out
how to pay employees and keep track of
your finances, or having to pay more for in-
store security and armored cash delivery
services. For the IRS and state tax and
revenue department it means trusting
dispensaries to honestly report their
earnings. And according to Rep. Mark
Amodei of Nevada, it makes the US
Treasury a money launderer.

Speaking to a panel of Treasury officials
last month, Amodei broke it down: “Why
are all the private sector people being told,
‘find a way to launder your money,’ but you
have the government political subdivisions
are [told], ‘pay the IRS in cash?’ As a matter
of fact, some of them are overpaying them
and getting Treasury checks back, so
we’ve essentially laundered
the money for them.” 

He also pointed out
that government
entities are able to take
cash from dispensaries
for taxes and deposit
that cash into
federally-protected
banks without
scrutiny—
essentially
the same
“drug” money
that would be
rejected by
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The Social Media War on Weed
Avoiding the ban

BY JOSHUA LEE

D
espite the growing acceptance of

marijuana across the nation (and

especially in California), tech

companies seem to have it out for the

plant.
You might have noticed that several

cannabis companies have been quietly

banned by YouTube, Facebook and

Instagram over the last year. While the

online giants technically allow dispensaries

and producers to have a voice on the

platforms, both have rules against

promotion of the use and sale of “drugs.”

This means that dispensaries can have

profile but they can’t advertise sales or sell

directly through the apps.

Let’s take a look at the policies as they

stand. Facebook’s advertising policy states:

“Ads must not promote the sale or use of

illegal, prescription, or recreational drugs.”

Examples of content that violates the policy

is anything that advertises “drug-related

paraphernalia, such as bongs, rolling papers,

and vaporized delivery devices.” Under their

commerce guidelines, business owners are

told that posts made to the site “may not

promote the sale of illegal, prescription or

recreational drugs.” Marijuana is specifically

mentioned in the section.

Instagram’s policies state that “offering

sexual services, buying or selling firearms

and illegal or prescription drugs (even if it’s

legal in your region) is … not allowed.”

That parenthetical comment seems to target

legal cannabis. 

YouTube, while not strictly a social

media site, is another place where cannabis

business owners and enthusiasts are being

deplatformed. According to its “Policies on

harmful or dangerous Content,” videos that

aim “to encourage dangerous or illegal

activities that risk serious physical harm or

death [are] not allowed on YouTube.” The

rule is clarified with a list of content that is

considered “dangerous,” including anything

“that depicts people abusing controlled

substances such as cocaine or opioids, or

content providing instructions on how to

create drugs.” For years, the platform was

known as a friendly place for cannabis

content until creators started receiving

nebulous warnings of policy violations from

the company and the subsequent removal of

channels without explanation.

And YouTube’s parent company Google

seems to be just as wary of working with

cannabis companies. Services like Google’s

AdWords and social media tracking are vital

in today’s world of online business, but are

inaccessible to dispensaries because the

company’s policy considers “substances that

alter mental state for the purpose of

recreation or otherwise induce ‘highs’” to be

“dangerous products.”

“Google does not allow marijuana ads on

either the display or search side [via our

AdWords policies] because the product is

illegal on the federal level,” Google

spokesman Alex Krasov told CNET. “This

policy is the same on the publisher side

[AdSense].”

But enforcement of these policies has

seemed inconsistent and questions about

their value have been raised among the

growing number of businesses becoming

involved with the cannabis industry. Being

Do Not Sell Products
Advertising cannabis products (listing sales, prices or menus) or selling them directly

through the app is absolutely off the table. It’s also illegal. This extends to private messages

as well, so make sure to redirect any questions to a private email or your company’s website

and never discuss sales.

Avoid Depictions of Consumption
Posting a video or photo of someone taking a hit off the bong is a surefire way to get your

posts yanked. Never ever do it, no matter how much you might be tempted.

Be Conservative with Hashtags
Although hashtags make it easier for new followers to find out about you, it also makes it

easier for the screws. Be considerate when choosing them (if using them at all), and keep in

mind who’s watching.

Share Articles and Resources
Instead of only posting about your business, share articles about the culture and science of

cannabis. News sources are almost never considered dangerous. 

If you do find yourself stranded and without a page, take the time to properly

follow the company’s appeal process. Sometimes you can get lucky and they’ll

reactivate your account. If not, try, try again. Make a new profile and change the

name slightly with abbreviations or additional words. It’s frustrating, sure, but in

the current climate, you unfortunately have no say in the matter.

The good news is that change might be on the horizon as Facebook is

reportedly reconsidering its policies in light of Canadian legalization and might

start allowing companies to list pricing information, although it would still bar

advertising and direct sales. a

locked out of social media means missed

opportunities for companies to find reach

for their brands and products, and they’re

understandably upset.

By far, Facebook has reportedly been the

worst at shutting down dispensary pages and

even activist pages that have nothing to do

with a business. Some owners have even

seen their personal accounts allegedly

removed just for being associated with a

store. 

But for some reason, many cannabis-

centric profiles and pages remain in

operation on these platforms, seemingly

without any problems. So how can you

avoid having your cannabis business

banned? 

On Instagram, one thing you can do is

turn your profile to “private.” This will keep

your posts off of the “explore page,” making

it less likely that they will be seen by minors

or uninterested users who could potentially

flag them. Every time a post is flagged,

Instagram is notified. If you want to keep

your head down, it’s best to minimize flags. 

For all the other sites and apps, there are

a few ways to make yourself less of a target.
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CANNABIS GROWING 101
BY STEVEN LUTHY

A
s a cannabis grower, you determine your strains, grow out your favorite
phenotypes and add whatever nutrients or lack thereof as you see fit. Use
this guide as your first step before growing, so you can become the cannabis

maven you were meant to be.

Canna-Basics

Light—The most fundamental element
for growing cannabis is light. The best
light source in the world is still the
original one: the sun. Indoor lights do
their best to mimic this full spectrum of
UV, some are better than others but none
are going to be perfect. When in the
vegetative state, cannabis can be left in
light for up to 24 hours. Once light is
restricted to 12 hours or less, then it will
begin to flower.

Lights come in many forms and finding
the right one is going to be a
combination of price, wattage, spectrum
and the amount of heat generated. Those
looking to maximize their spending
power, use less electricity and generate
little heat can look to LEDs (light-
emitting diode) or CFLs (compact
fluorescent light) to light up their grow
space. These will grow fairly dense buds
but generally lack as much canopy
penetration as do other more expensive
options. For those looking to maximize
bud density and yield, a HPS (high-
pressure sodium) or MH (metal-halide)
bulb setup will be better. These generally
have a broader spectrum of light that
more accurately mimics the sun. Be wary
that these lights give off a lot of heat, so a
good ventilation system is a must from
day one.

Air—If you’re growing indoors, you will
need to supplement your plants with
some wind (i.e. a fan) and some sort of
ventilation system.

Growing Medium—If you want to go
organic, then you have but one choice:
soil. Not all soil grows are organic,
however, and many people choose
different soilless alternatives like coconut
coir, perlite or aeroponics, doing away
with anything even touching the roots.

Water—Water is the fluid that allows for
all biological functions and—other than
light—is the essential catalyst of life. Too
much water and you face as many
dilemmas as with too little. Be vigilant of
your plant’s water needs.

Temperature and Humidity—Cannabis
plants vary by the region in which they
originated. Many sativa strains find their
origin in Africa and Asia and are
generally more robust in heat or
humidity. Some indicas have their origins
in colder climates, making them hardy as
well as short and stout—an indoor
grower’s favorite shape. You will find
these two aspects of growing to be as
challenging as their remedies are simple.
Pay attention here and your plants will
avoid many of the pest and disease
problems that can plague a grow.

Nutrients—Nutrients feed the plant’s
processes. Good organic soils can
potentially have all the nutrients and
microorganisms needed for healthy plant
growth. If not—or if you choose to grow
in a different medium altogether—you
will need to supplement with nutrients.
Your choice of soil will be dependent on
where you are growing.
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Both types of cannabis have two stages to

their bloom cycle. During a differentiation

stage, the plant stops stretching and growing

and focuses on bud development. During the

blooming stage, calyx begin to form,

followed by pistil covered balls. As the

flowers mature, resins will become more

visible as they grow and begin to form

clusters. These clusters then merge to

become the large cola buds that are desired.

Lots of resin will appear on and around the

flowers as they reach full maturity at optimal

harvest time.

As flowers form, the importance of

correctly maintaining constant humidity and

temperature become paramount for indoor

growers. The plants have become great

nesting grounds for any number of pests and

it is paramount to stay vigilant and react

accordingly if you do encounter pests. 

In an outdoor setting, it’s important to

stay active in pest management and know

your weather in the event you need to cover

plants or harvest early due to a frost or other

conditions.

Harvest, drying 
and curing

Before you can do anything, it is
important to know when your cannabis is
mature. The most common approach is to
watch your trichomes. The more milky they
become, the closer to full maturity your
plants are. 

Once they become amber in color, you
need to start debating your harvest time. In
general buds exhibiting trichomes that are
20 to 30 percent amber will be higher in
THC. Those reaching 60 to 80 percent
amber contain a total cannabinoid content
that is more diverse. When trichomes reach
80 to 100 percent amber, some
cannabinoids are likely to begin to degrade.

Once you have decided to harvest, you
will want to take down the whole cannabis
plant at once. Remove any dead leaves or
fan leaves and break down into smaller
segments, keeping buds on stems. Hang
cannabis bundles upside down in a dark and
well-ventilated area for around one to two
weeks. Do not place cannabis in bags or any
closed spaces for curing.

Once cannabis is properly dried, it will
need a final trim. Remove buds from stems
and sugar leaf from the buds. Place trimmed
cannabis in sealed jars and burp them (open
them) for a few minutes every few days. In
no time at all, you will have perfectly cured
cannabis full of well-developed terpenes.

Some trial and error will resolve any
issues. Keep in mind that even the best
growers don’t get perfect results all the time.
It is a plant, after all. Good luck and have a
blast, you growing god, you! a

Vegetative state: 
Two to eight weeks

The vegetative or growing state of cannabis
is easy to master when compared to cannabis
in bloom, however it is vital that this stage
of the plant’s life be done right to ensure that
your buds turn out dense and healthy later
on.

If growing indoors, set your lights to stay
on at least 18 hours with a 6-hour dark
session. Many growers will end up bumping
this up to as much as a full 24-hour light
cycle to increase growth and reduce the all-
important grow time. 

In this phase your plants should be
receiving nutrients designed for the
vegetative state or be in a nutrient rich
organic soil. Maintain a constant breeze to
strengthen stalks and trim dying or nutrient-
deficient leaves. Continue to trim up smaller
branches and leaves while working towards a
uniform sized crop. Scrogging (netting)
plants will aid immensely in developing a
uniform and stable canopy that allows for
more cola (top) cannabis flowers. You can
keep your plants in this stage arguably
indefinitely as long as the plants don’t grow
too big for your space. This is the state in
which you would keep a mother plant if you
wanted to clone a strain over and over again.

If growing outdoors, choose the time of
year that is appropriate for your climate.
Under natural light cannabis will grow
rapidly. Trim outdoor plants constantly to
encourage rapid, even growth. Depending on
the size you’re going for, or if the climate
doesn’t provide adequate wind, you will need
to stabilize or scrog plants in a similar
fashion to indoor crops. Technically
cannabis is an annual, meaning that it dies
after its germination and bloom cycle, so
under natural light exclusively, you will cycle
through all your plants and not have a
mother. 

Bloom: 
Six to eight weeks

The bloom cycle is the most exciting and
will develop in diverse ways depending on
the strain you are growing. During this time
you will smell different terpenes as they
develop and see how each strain’s buds have
their own unique look and distinctive shape.
Cannabis responds to hormones that dictate
whether it will remain in a growth or a
bloom state. Absolute Photo Determinate
(APD) cannabis strains have hormones that
are light sensitive, so when given 12 hours or
less of light, they will begin to flower.
Autoflowering Cannabis (Cannabis

ruderalis), which are generally much smaller
in stature and harder to come by, can flower
in as little as two weeks after germination.
These strains are prized for guerilla grows,
small indoor setups and the timid when it
comes to dealing with lighting.

Cannabis Plant Life
Cycle

Germination: 
One to two weeks

Many out there will choose starting from
seed, and although it’s a slow and more
painstaking process, it’s a rewarding first
step that affords you more control over
the final product. Here are some standard
starting techniques, none is necessarily
better than another:

Paper Towel—Simply moisten a paper
towel and leave your seeds in the towel a
few days, making sure it stays moist at all
times. Once your seeds have sprouted
simply transplant them to your chosen
growing medium.

Water—Drop your seeds into a cup or
dish filled slightly with water. Once they
have sprouted, move them into your
selected growing medium.

Grow Medium—Definitely the most old
school, simply place your seeds in your
preferred growing medium, water and wait
for them to sprout. This can arguably lead
to less plant stress and also requires less
vigilance making sure the seeds don’t dry
out.

For established or large scale growers,
clones/cuttings will be the way to not only
shave off some grow time but also
guarantee an all female crop. There are
many techniques to trimming clones but
once done only three real proven
propagation methods:

Paper Towel—Same concept as with
seeds in a paper towel.

Water—Place your cuttings in water or a
nutrient solution and wait for roots to
appear. Once they look good and healthy,
but not so long as to get root rot, transfer
the cuttings into your desired growing
medium.

Gel/Grow Medium—Definitely the best
for guaranteed results and healthy, stress
free plants. Use a rooting gel, rock wool or
another grow medium to allow for root
growth prior to planting in your desired
final grow medium.

Seedling: 
Two to three weeks

During this state the plant will be very
fragile and requires close attention to its
water, soil and light needs as you wait for
vegetation to grow. Amid this stage, the
plant will need enormous amounts of
light—between 18 and 24 hours a day.
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Smoke ’Em if You Got ’Em
Cannabis and your lungs

BY JOSHUA LEE

O
verheard conversation:

“Someone like you needs medical marijuana.”
“I don’t know. I don’t want to mess up my lungs.”

“But you don’t have to smoke it. You can eat it, too.”
Hearing stuff like that makes me want to scream. For one

thing, when you eat cannabis, it gets processed through the liver,
turning the delta-9 THC into 11-hydroxy-THC, giving the
patient a completely different (and much more powerful)
psychedelic effect—not necessarily something a person would be
interested in experiencing on a day-to-day basis. But even more
important: Light to moderate cannabis smoking has not been
shown to have any lasting negative effects on the lungs.

According to a study conducted by Emory University in 2015,
in which the ability to exhale in cannabis smokers (who smoked
up to a joint a day) was compared to nonsmokers, “Lifetime
marijuana use up to 20 joint-years is not associated with adverse
changes in spirometric (exhalation strength) measures of lung
health.” A weak exhalation is an important marker in
diagnosing lung disease, and finding no statistical difference in
exhalation tests between smokers and nonsmokers is huge. It
means that despite smoking the equivalent of a joint a day
(about the size of an average tobacco cigarette) for a fifth of a
century, the tested smokers suffered no decrease in lung
functionality.

In fact, according to a 2012 study published in the Journal of
the American Medical Association, low to moderate long-term
users actually showed increased lung capacity compared to
nonsmokers. The data came from a long-term study of risk
factors for cardiovascular disease which happened upon a large
group of testable cannabis smokers while looking at cigarette
smokers. 

That being said, those who smoke actual joints (rolled in
paper) do report bronchial irritation and excessive coughing. Dr.
Donald Tashkin, a professor of medicine at UCLA who has been
studying the effects of tobacco and cannabis smoke since 1974,
says that smoking regularly (once a day or more) “causes visible
and microscopic injury to the large airways that is consistently
associated with an increased likelihood of symptoms of chronic
bronchitis,” however, those symptoms “subside after cessation of
use.” (Just in time for winter. If you regular smokers catch
yourselves feeling the ol’ croup, take a few days off the smoke
and stick to edibles. Anecdotal reports of the side effects from
vaporizers seem promising, but have yet to be fully studied.)

But what about those of us who smoke more than a joint per

day (don’t make me count)? For the most part, the same effects
hold true for the heavy smoker, but without the small periods of
cessation between doses, they are giving their respiratory system
less time to recover from throat inflammation and lung
irritation—meaning they’re more susceptible to chronic
bronchitis. However, again, taking a break has so far proven to
effectively derail the problem.

Okay. But cancer.
Here’s the bad news: Inhaling burnt plant matter—which will

always have carcinogens—is never a good thing. And at least two
studies (one published in 2006 by the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation, the other in 2014 by the International Journal of
Cancer) have found that smoking cannabis does leave tar behind
in the lungs. 

Which should be the end of the conversation. Tar in the lungs
causes cancer. Right? Well, here’s where it gets weird (and where
the limits are reached, as far as current scientific understanding
goes). The last study I mentioned—which found that cannabis
smoke left tar behind—discovered no correlation between
smoking cannabis and lung cancer.

“Results from our pooled analyses provide little evidence for
an increased risk of lung cancer among habitual or long-term
cannabis smokers, although the possibility of potential adverse
effect for heavy consumption cannot be excluded.”

And here’s the unanswered question: How do heavy cannabis
smokers avoid the increased risk of lung cancer that cigarette
smokers are affected by, despite having tar introduced into their
system? So far, no one really knows but one possible answer can
be found in research coming out of Complutense University of
Madrid that has shown THC’s ability to cause tumors to destroy
themselves in animals. That research hasn’t carried over to
human trials … yet. Meanwhile, a German study from 2011
found that CBD hampers cancer cell migration, meaning that
cancer cells are prevented from moving around and infecting
other parts of the body.

But before you start dancing and proclaiming cannabis the
cure for cancer, keep in mind that this research, while coming
from respected agencies and being well documented, is still only
a very small amount of the work that needs to be done. Until
there’s more peer review and repeatable results, we won’t be sure.

So, at the moment, smoking cannabis is a bit of a gamble but
one with very favorable odds. However, if it still sounds too rich
for your blood, dry herb and concentrate vaping are still viable
options, too. a
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Cannabis and Psychosis
A puzzling relationship

BY JOSHUA LEE

“I
s Marijuana as Safe as We Think?”

That was the title of a New Yorker

article published earlier this year

that threw many of us cannabis advocates

into a monumental tizzy.
The piece, written by Malcolm Gladwell,

starts off reasonably enough, citing a 2017
report released by the National Academy of
Medicine—which found few conclusive
answers to health questions surrounding
marijuana—and bemoaning the lack of
research available on the effects of cannabis,
but quickly turns barbed when it begins to
reference Alex Berenson’s forthcoming book
Tell Your Children: The Truth About
Marijuana, Mental Illness, and Violence.

Berenson correlates marijuana use with a
supposed rise in what he says is a new kind
of mental illness that seems similar to
schizophrenia. He also connects a rise in
cannabis use with a rise in violent crimes,
presumably due to psychotic episodes that
could allegedly be caused by the drug.

In a subsequent Seattle Times article, a
number of cannabis scientists criticized
Gladwell’s research. Beatriz Carlini, senior
research scientist at the University of
Washington’s Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Institute, said the violent crime statistics
reported by Gladwell are misleading. He
cites a 17 percent increase in violent crime
in Washington between 2013 and 2017.
Carlini pointed out that there was a large
dip in the number of violent crimes
committed in 2012, meaning that the
statistic wasn’t rising—it was just returning
to where it was before 2013. The Seattle
Times article also points to FBI statistics that
show that between 2007 and 2017,
Washington’s violent crime rates were still
below the national average.

A New York Times piece by Benedict
Carey compares Berenson’s book to Reefer
Madness, taking aim at its
claims that marijuana use
can lead to psychosis
and schizophrenia.
As it points out,
while there is
evidence that
biological
mechanisms
might lie
behind

psychotic disorders, determining whether
one caused the other is hard to do. Carey
also mentions a 2015 study conducted by
researchers at Virginia Commonwealth
University that found smoking nicotine
cigarettes was a predictor for later
development of schizophrenia. The number
of marijuana users who developed
schizophrenia later in life who were also
cigarette smokers remains unclear and
unaddressed. However, most experts seem to
agree that marijuana, like any psychoactive
substance (including nicotine and caffeine),
can trigger a psychotic episode in someone
who is already prone to one. 

That’s because cannabis—and all
psychoactive compounds—can be a source
of stress, and stressors are the number one
cause of psychotic episodes, according to the
National Alliance on Mental Illness. Bouts
of schizophrenia are generally marked by
these episodes, but it isn’t believed that
they’re caused by them. While the jury’s still
out, it’s commonly accepted that
schizophrenia is caused by genetic
abnormalities combined with
environmental factors. If this is the case,
then someone who suffers a psychotic break
brought on by cannabis use and leading to a
diagnosis of schizophrenia almost certainly
would have had said break regardless of the
stressor.

So what does this all mean? Well it
seems marijuana probably won’t cause you
to develop psychosis … unless you were
already prone to develop psychosis. This is
good news for most of us, but it also means
that the general consensus of cannabis being
“completely safe” isn’t exactly accurate.
This is why bringing the subject up with
your healthcare provider is a good idea
before experimenting on your own. It’s also
a good reason to keep this drug out of the
hands of teenagers, since symptoms of

psychosis and schizophrenia
generally show up

between the ages of
18 and 24,

according to
Early Psychosis

Intervention
Advanced
Practice
Project.  a
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The Creeps
On cannabis and paranoia

BY JOSHUA LEE

L
et’s be brutally honest first. When a
person used to tell me they didn’t
enjoy smoking marijuana because it

makes them feel “paranoid,” I
immediately pegged them as someone
who couldn’t face their inner demons. It
wasn’t always very fair, but there you have
it. 

It’s a tough subject to broach and one
I’ve struggled to address over my years as a
cannabis reporter—because of the stern,
self-congratulatory judgment hiding out in
there. The real trouble comes from our
inability to interpret the inner workings of
others without comparing them to our own,
and I’ve never really been sure of what the
literature means by “paranoia.” Is it a sense
of fear surrounding a nonexistent threat? Is
it cycling compulsive thoughts of an anxious
bent? Is it hallucinations of black
helicopters and the certainty that
government agencies are following your
every move?

According to Mental Health America,
paranoia involves “intense anxious or fearful
feelings and thoughts often related to
persecution, threat, or conspiracy.” That
doesn’t exactly jive with my cannabis
experiences at all, and I started to wonder
what exactly people meant when they said
they felt “paranoid.” I asked a few patients if
they’d ever experienced the feeling and to
describe it to me.

“I felt doomed,” said one. “That’s the
word. I felt like I was physically going to die.
I kept stressing about little things, and time
seemed extremely slow. It was almost like
the world was coming to an end in some
kind of terrible, catastrophic way.”

“It’s only happened a few times,” said
another. “I become super self conscious—
worry I’m making stupid faces. I get quiet,
tongue-tied and feel like people are judging
me. Or I worry about being perceived as
dumb.”

One patient explained with a story: “I
was once really high and changing in a
dressing room at a department store. I heard
the clerks laughing up front and was
convinced there was a two-way mirror and
they were laughing at me while I changed.”

Another: “It felt like someone was
listening or watching me.”

Another: “I feel like everyone is
watching me or cares about what I’m doing
… or they know.”

One more: “I think every cop is trying to
arrest me and everybody knows I’m high.”

Surprisingly, almost every single person I
asked said that when they were
experiencing paranoia, it usually included
the concern that someone would know they
were under the influence of marijuana. This
was completely unexpected on my part, and
adds a totally new dimension to this story. If
cannabis and its effects were unabashedly
accepted in our culture, then this fear
wouldn’t exist in the first place. And going
to jail for possessing cannabis has been the
rule for most of our lives—that’s still true for
the majority of New Mexicans. Being
worried that someone is going to lock you in
a cage over your drug use sounds fairly
rational to me, given the history.

The second most common occurrence I
heard about was the sensation of being
watched. This is a feeling almost everyone
has experienced at some point in their lives.
According to a 2016 article from Popular
Science, it could arise from subconsciously
registered stimulation (a breeze ruffling the
curtains or a shift in the air as the air
conditioner turns on) that fires off
autonomic fear responses in the amygdala,
which controls fight or flight response.

Another explanation for the feeling
comes from a study published by Current
Biology in 2014. According to Director of
the Laboratory of Cognitive Neuroscience
Olaf Blanke, the sensation of feeling
another presence when one is alone comes
from interruptions in the temporoparietal,
insular and frontoparietal cortex regions,
which contribute to our sense of location in
space. In other words: A hiccup is causing
you to sense your own body in another spot
in the room, giving you the feeling that
someone else is there.

For someone working at baseline
consciousness, these instances of
subconscious stimulus response or spatial
distortion might register as a second or two
of creepy vibes before being dismissed. But
for someone who has just hit the peak of a
deep cannabis dive—experiencing an
intense magnification of their senses and
emotional responses—they might result in a
full-on paranoid freak-out.

Just being aware of these responses might
be enough to curb future anxiety loops. It
also seems to only be a problem for
relatively new users. When I spoke to
patients who’ve been using cannabis for
more than five years, they all prefaced their
stories by saying that it was something they
hadn’t experienced since the early days.

So that leaves us with one last
“paranoid” experience: the existential
anxiety vortex—that feeling of encroaching
doom attached to previous events in your
life, concerns about mortality, garden-
variety fears, small worries or sometimes
nothing definable at all. The latter was the
one I’ve experienced and the one that led
me to judge others so harshly. Because I feel
experiencing existential terror is actually
one of the secret benefits of using cannabis.

Generally speaking these are pretty
normal thoughts for someone to struggle
with. The issue is that suddenly, under the
influence of marijuana, those thoughts
become loud, repeating mantras that are
impossible to escape. You find yourself
huddled into the corner of the couch,
weeping at the idea of your dog dying. And
here’s the thing: That’s good!

It’s easy in our day-to-day lives to push
those feelings down and avoid them, but
marijuana won’t let you do that. It grabs all
those awful thoughts you’ve been ignoring
and thrusts them under your nose. It affords
you the opportunity—if you’re willing to
take it—to go sifting through the detritus of
your own psyche and work through all those
metastasizing chunks of negativity. It
reminds us that our actions have
consequence on the world and the people
around us. If that sounds completely awful
to you, then you should really ask yourself
why that is. All cannabis users experience
these feelings from time to time, but some of
us have learned to exist comfortably in that
space and use it to inform the way we live
when we’re on the outside.

So when you find you’ve gone too
deep—the walls are closing in and you just
know the world is on the verge of
collapsing—you can remind yourself that no
one in the history of humankind has ever
died of a marijuana overdose and that the
best thing you can do is breathe deeply and
meditate on that fact. And relax. a
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BY JOSHUA LEE

I
t’s the season for pressing “restart.” The sun is shining, birds are singing, bees are
buzzing and you’re looking for a new strain to put some pep in your step. While
sticking to the same old game plan might be appealing, the truth is we all need to

change it up from time to time and introduce some novelty into our lives. A fresh new
terpene and cannabinoid profile might be just the thing. Well we’ve got you covered,
dear reader. Here’s a list of strains that make our tails wag and our eyes light up. 



Nightmare Cookies
A sativa-dominant hybrid that will keep you

on your toes. This strain smells sweet and

grassy and tastes like candy. Possibly named

after the intense paranoia it induces in

some users, this high-octane Girl Scout
Cookies-derived strain is not meant for
the amateur. But if you enjoy daytime

focus and high energy, this one’s for you.
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Orange Blossom Special
A sativa-dominant hybrid that smells of

orange and tangerine. It tastes sweet and

rich, with sharp highlights. This strain’s

lineage hails from the legendary

Clementine, and it carries many of its
parent’s mood-enhancing characteristics.

This strain is perfect for those seeking
relief from depression or anxiety.

Petroleum Nightmare
A sour-smelling hybrid with a tangy diesel

flavor that’s tempered by a swampy

sweetness. Despite the name, you’ll only

have sweet dreams with this heady strain.

You won’t experience much couch lock with

this one, but you will notice its powerfully

relaxing effects make sleeping or relaxing

much easier.

THC Bomb
A true hybrid with lemony flavors and a tart

smell. A well-balanced hybrid leads to a

well-balanced experience. THC Bomb always

has you covered. It’s relaxing, but not

heady—inspiring but not edgy. This strain

works great for battling pain, anxiety, ocular

pressure and stress. The tasty flavor is just

the icing on the cake.

Chemdawg
A hybrid strain that smells of zippy diesel.

Here’s one of the classic strains that still

knows how to hang with the big dawgs. The

sativa side stands out in particular, as this

one is known to produce euphoric and

creative effects. A great find for the active

daytime smoker, it helps to relieve pain,

stress and depression.

Girl Scout Cookies
A true hybrid that dominates the field with

its well-rounded terpene profile and

inspiring effects. It smells minty and piney,

and tastes sweet. A definite challenger in

the race for the greatest strain of all time,

it’s well known for inspiring creativity and a

positive mood while having a significant

effect on pain and tension. 

Grape Kush
An indica-dominant hybrid that smells fruity

and bright. This strain tastes like candy with

sharp floral highlights. Its heady effects will

keep you relaxed and dreamy while it goes

to work on the aches and pains in your joint.

While it probably won’t knock you out, it will

definitely help anyone suffering from stress-

induced insomnia.

Banana Liquor
An indica-dominant strain that smells sweet

and syrupy. This one tastes swampy and

makes you feel swampy. Don’t try watching

any boring documentaries after a bowl of

this heavy monster, because you’ll likely be

off on a journey to dreamland. This strain is

perfect for patients with ocular pressure

and inflammation issues.

Pre ’98 Bubba Kush
A classic indica strain that tastes like rich

chocolate and smells like a forest. This Kush

carries with it the imprint of the late ’90s—

laid-back, shoulder-shrugging cool spiked

with moments of self-consciousness. This

strain sports a powerful body high that will

help anyone with pain or sleep troubles. a
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HIGH ASPIRATIONS
The rise of Cantheism

BY JOSHUA LEE

B
y now most of us have heard of
Rastafarianism and the role that
marijuana plays as a sacrament to its

adherents. Even without a cultural
context, the iconic rastacap and
dreadlocks sported by Rastas have become
synonymous with cannabis culture. There
are plenty of other religions that pay
tribute to the sweet leaf, too, of course. In
our Winter 2019 edition of the Cannabis
Manual, we talked about the deep ties
marijuana has to Hinduism. The
legendary Assassins of Alamut—an
infamous esoteric group of Islamic
heretics—were given their epithet
(“Hashashin”) presumably from the Arabic
hashishi, meaning “hashish eaters” or
“hashish users.” Its use as a religious
sacrament can even be found as far back
as far as the ninth century BCE by the

Scythians—an ancient nomadic culture
that lived in the central Eurasian steppes.

Last month High Times published a piece
profiling Chris Conrad, cannabis activist,
career expert witness and founder of
Cantheism, a modern religion that regards
marijuana not only as a sacrament, but as an
object of devotion.

Conrad was raised as a religious Catholic
and entered seminary as a young man. He
told reporters that learning of the Catholic
church’s history of persecution made him
turn away from the organization, but that
his first encounter with cannabis renewed
his interest in spirituality. “The first time I
smoked cannabis, I felt more of a religious
and spiritual connection than I had gotten
out of all that seminary work,” he said.

Conrad would go on to become a
cannabis activist, testifying in court on a
number of cases in defense of those accused

of possessing the drug. He began actively
practicing what he called “Kantheism” (the
spelling changed later), attempting to
establish a religious practice surrounding the
use of cannabis, allegedly to support claims
of religious freedom for those caught with
the illicit substance. He went on to write
the Cantheist Creed but refrained from
publicly moving forward with the religion
over concerns about how it would affect his
professional life.

In 2016, however, Conrad and his wife
Mikki Norris decided that with the
changing cannabis laws and climate, his role
as a spiritual leader was more important
than his role as an activist. They began
holding meetings for Cantheists and have
even begun developing rituals. There seems
to be little dogma attached to the religion,
and adherents are accepting of all faiths and
traditions.

Cantheists meet on Sundays. Members
bring marijuana to contribute to a
community stash and some bring items to
place on an altar. After reciting the creed,
they pass around sacramental joints in a
ritualistic way. This is followed by a guided
yoga session. Lectures on cannabis are
sometimes given and members share stories
of how the plant has affected their spiritual
lives in a positive way. Afterward, a potluck
is held before members depart.

While many of us might find this sort of
behavior cheeky, Conrad and his followers
are completely serious. To cement his faith’s
validity, he draws upon ancient cultures and
their use of cannabis—like the Egyptians,
Scythians and Hindu people—and compares
his religion to theirs. “I think this could
theoretically be one of the fastest growing
religions around,” Conrad told reporters. a



This is because UV radiation breaks down

organic matter, and most light sources

emit at least some UV. The matter is

worsened by the fact that THC is a fairly

unstable compound that just can’t seem to

wait for its chance to freak out.

I suspect that stores with high sales

numbers suffer less from the issue, since

they probably sell their product too fast to

ever see it degrade. But I’ve bumped into

too much dry flower over the last year,

and I know some places out there are not

practicing proper maintenance. Those big

cool Mason jars are beautiful and really

exciting to see, but it’s just not worth the

loss of quality. Smaller batches and

opaque containers need to become the

standard.

As a patient, be aware of how your

dispensary stores its product. It’s not rude

or weird to ask for details about procedure

from your budtender. You should be

grilling them as often as possible, to be

honest. Proper storage also needs to

continue even after purchase. Make sure

to keep your meds in an airtight, opaque

container at room temperature or cooler.

Freezing and vacuum sealing is ideal but

not necessary unless you’re storing it for a

long period of time. a

Yes. Sorry. I think CBN should be the

next cannabinoid craze, and I can get a bit

lost in my own preachiness. The point is:

CBN is not THC, and despite my affection

for the little tyke, most people buy

cannabis expecting the latter. Patients

currently care so little about CBN that it’s

rarely mentioned on the testing sticker.

That might be why budtenders all over

town are unfamiliar with it and aren’t

aware of just how important it is to keep

your stash protected from oxygen. I’m

specifically thinking about the common

practice seen at some of the dispensaries in

Albuquerque that keep giant display jars

filled with buds that are being exposed to

air every time someone buys a gram.

And speaking of those big, beautiful

jars full of sparkling buds that we love to

see behind display cases at dispensaries, an

even worse destroyer of THC than air is at

work on all that flower every minute of the

day: light.

A 1999 study published on the United

Nations Office of Drugs and Crime’s

Bulletin on Narcotics found that THC

degraded into CBN when it was exposed

to UV rays. According to the findings,

after a year of exposure, the concentration

of THC decreased by around 16.6 percent.

occurred that will have rendered all
previous tests inaccurate and might cause
the cannabis to produce vastly different
effects from what was in the literature.

Here’s what happens when cannabis is
subjected to air: when THC is exposed to
oxygen for a period of time, it converts
into cannabinol (CBN)—a lesser known
cannabinoid that is only mildly
psychoactive (or maybe not at all) and
known for its powerful sedative effects.
According to Potbotics, 5mg of CBN is
more effective as a sleep aid than 10mg of
Valium, a claim repeated all over the
internet that I’ve yet to corroborate.
Nevertheless, people are comfortable
making it because anecdotal evidence is
strong as hell, and anyone who’s smoked a
crusty lump of forgotten, sock drawer bud is
already familiar with its ability to knock
you flat in minutes.

CBN has some other claims to fame,
too. This underappreciated cannabinoid
was found to affect a type of lung tumor
called Lewis carcinoma in a 2006 study by
researchers from the Department of
Pharmaceutical Sciences at the University
of Salerno in Italy. Alchimia, a Spanish
cannabis news blog, claims it promotes
bone growth, decreases intraocular pressure
and works as an anticonvulsant. 
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A
few months ago, I got burned for $30

at a dispensary. I knew there was

going to be an issue the minute the

budtender handed me my bag. Inside

were these weird, balloon-like packages

that turned out to be my medicine. For

some reason the place was packaging

their flower in sealed bags that had been

puffed up with air. I’m not entirely sure

about the reasoning behind this move,

but it’s absolutely detrimental to the

medicine. One of the most damaging

elements for marijuana is oxygen. For

this reason, producers will often vacuum

seal their product to protect it from

degradation. Deciding to trap air in the

bag on purpose is usually just a bad idea

(depending on what you plan to use it

for—as will become clear in a moment).
When I got home, I already knew what

to expect: dry, crunchy buds that turned to
powder as I broke them up. I wasn’t sure
how long they’d been in the weird, oxygen-
filled bag, but even a few hours is enough
to suck the moisture from your flower. Dry
cannabis is harsh to smoke, burns faster
and tastes bad. But those are just the
aesthetic problems. By the time you smoke
dried out bud, chemical changes have

Sin and Degradation
Improper storage is ruining your buds






